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WINE ENTHUSIAST BUYING GUIDE
95 MURÉ Riesling 2014 Clos Saint Landelin
The purity of juicy, tart, red apples runs like a fault line through a very taut, linear, whistle-clean
Riesling. This has purity and precision, linearity and drive. Still tightly wound, this needs time to unfold
but promises to be a wine of great longevity and expression. Resolutely dry, the purity and
concentration of flavors will always remain. Drink 2018-2030.

95 MURÉ Riesling 2013 Clos Saint Landelin
Very enticing but ever so ethereal notes of tropical fruit are hinted at: yellow and pink grapefruit,
passion fruit and even some pineapple. The palate is still in thrall to all the primary citrus notes but
holds promise of stone and riper fruit. This is taut, elegant, concentrated, dry and whistle-clean. Like
a superlative sports car waiting to be sped around a race track. This spells raciness, subtle power and
linearity. What a super-clean finish. Drink 2020-2035.

93 MURÉ Pinot Gris 2013 Clos Saint Landelin
Rounded notes of Bosc pear flesh and peel play softly on nose and palate. There is a very pleasant,
slightly bitter phenolic edge, reminiscent of marzipan and a slight sweetness. Together they make for
an intriguing and moreish contrast against a fluid, textured palate. The finish is off dry and has that
marzipan edge.

93 MURÉ Pinot Gris 2014 Clos Saint Landelin
Heady notes of ripe pear and chalky stone entice on the nose. The dry, focused palate adds aromatic
spice, some white pepper too, and glides along a faultline of pure, fresh acidity. Beautifully integrated,
the elements of pear and citrus zest complement each other for grown-up sustained fun.

93 MURÉ Gewurztraminer 2013 Clos Saint Landelin
Notes of beeswax, mirabelle plum compote and faint cardamom spice suggest a wine no longer in the
first flush of youth. This is a compounded, rich but dry, layered but ultraclean wine. The palate reveals
textured notes of gingerbread framed by the ripe fruit of ripe, dried yellow plums and even stored
winter apple. There is just an echo of peach on the finish. This has lots of substance.
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